CMAI with an objective to promote education In India there are hundreds of Colleges and institutions which have come up across the Country offering a number of courses in various streams like engineering, medical, business management and many more. This rapid pace of growth has brought to the fore compelling issue of effective management of the educational programs so as to better prepare our youngsters for the fast evolving competitive environment.

There are institutes who are focusing their energies on overall quality of education and making their students more employable so that they can make meaningful contribution towards making India a true superpower in the coming years.

We would like to recognize the achievement of some of these institutions who have contributed significantly towards the growth of the education sector in India in the recent times for their betterment of Work in future.

For this there are certain award categories in which awards are given –
Award Categories for Educational Institutions

- Best Technical Education Institute
- Excellent Technical Education Institute
- Emerging Technical Education Institute
- Upcoming Technical Education Institute
- Outstanding Technical Education Institute
- Best Result in Technical Education Institute
- Best Director of Technical Education Institute
- Best Engineering Institute
- Best Infrastructure Institute
- Best Training & Placement Institute
- Best Industry Interface Award
- Best Innovation Institute Award
- Best Management college Awards
- Emerging Institute of IT
- Best Institute in Hotel Management
- Best Institute in Skill Development Programs
- Excellence in Teaching Initially English to students
- Best upcoming Engineering College
- Best Higher Education Institute
• Best Innovative University
• Best School for Innovation & Value-based Education
• Best Educational Initiative Serving Social Cause
• Best Business School
• Best Vocational Training Institute
• Best Director Award
• Best Engineering Institute Rural Area

Award Jury may create/amend categories depending upon feedback received.

**PROCESS FOR THE AWARDS –**

**Guidelines for award nominations**

1. Nomination can be made by self or others.

2. Information to be submitted as detailed or as short as applicant deem fit for consideration by Jury

3. The nomination would be considered based on information supplied and available from other market sources.

4. Name of officer to be indicated, who will receive the award, if awarded.

5. Nominations from one Institute/ Company can be made for multiple categories. One Company/Institute can be considered for multiple awards in different categories.
6. Decision of Award Jury shall be final in binding.

7. The decisions will be conveyed by email to the person whose name appears in nomination.

CMAI has a full process for selection of winners for the categories as given above -

A brief the selection of winners is illustrated in the diagram below -

1- **Nomination Forms** – The very first step is to the participant will fill up the form for nomination these can be done in either in one or anyone or more of the following options

a)- Filling on website on the website www.cmaievents.com or www.nationaleducationaward.com
b)- Sending the form by email to sauravi@cmai.asia, Navtesh@cmai.asia

c)- By sending hard copy by courier to P- 90B, Basement NDSE Part 2, New Delhi – 110049 before the end of nomination date.

2- **Nomination Received** – CMAI receives the nomination form as filled by the participants at CMAI Servers also at respective email ID’s and also by Hard Copy (if couriered) to CMAI Head Office.

3- **Knowledge Partners** – CMAI has tied up with Mazars and Dion Global Solutions Pvt. Ltd. As their knowledge partners for awards scrutinizing and vetting so that winners selection can be unbiased.

**Mazars** is An International, Integrated and Independent organization specializing in audit, tax and advisory services. A viable alternative to the “Big 4”, with a global turnover >$1.2 Bn. Present in 68 Countries in 5 Continents and has correspondents and JV in 15 additional Countries, 13,000 professionals with 14000 additional employees. Advisors and auditors to large Indian & international Companies; Focus on long term relationships. Auditing and vetting CMAI awards for the last seven years.

**Dion Global** - Dion Global Solutions provides market leading software solutions to financial institutions in Asia Pacific, Europe, North America and the Middle East. Employing over 400 highly experienced and knowledgeable staff within the Finance and IT industries, Dion provides a tailored solution whether one operate domestically, regionally or globally.

With over 25 years experience, Dion’s breadth of knowledge in the financial services industry has provided them with a unique insight into the complexities involved and is a leading provider of research
and information services to professional services firms and Fortune 1000 companies in India and overseas. Auditing and vetting CMAI awards for the last seven years.

4- **Screening and Short listings** – Both of the knowledge partners analyses all the nominations forms received and short list the Education Institutes for the Awards.

5- **List Shown to VC** – The shortlisted list first is shown to the respective VC of the State for their information and prima facie any objections/suggestions/recommendations.

6- **Jury Meeting** – A jury meeting is conducted which is headed by eminent persons such as Ex Secretary Education, Chairperson St. Thomas Educational and Charitable Trust, Vice Chancellors of Universities, Eminent Academicians, Chairman ITI Reni, Rajasthan Representative of TEMA, IETE, ISPAI, ACTO, OSPAI, AICTE, MNRE, Planning Commission, ICCI, ITUAPT, Department of Telecom, IT, Ex- Chairman Competition Law, Ex- Secretary Law, Ex- Chief Secretary Himachal Pradesh, Ex – Chairman FERA Tribunal & International Experts from Korea, China, Taiwan, Japan etc. At Jury Meeting representatives from knowledge partners present the PPT and explain all the criteria.

7- **Selection Of Winners** – After the Jury meeting winners are selected for the Awards and they are informed via emails, phones etc.